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An object that has a length has one dimension. A length and width make two, and an object with a length, a width, and a height
has three dimensions. Any object that really exists, from the time it came into existence until the moment it vanishes forever, also
has duration, which is the fourth dimension. Before the fourth dimension was understood as time, it was briefly described as a
transcendental dimension of space and imagined as the domain of what existed beyond height.
Euclid and Brexit make for strange bedfellows; the father of classical geometry with the colloquial term for the United Kingdom’s
planned withdrawal from the European Union–but Euclid in Europe imbricates geometrical and political space to ask what kind
of political dimension are we about to enter.
The possibility of higher-dimensional spaces (beyond three) in classical geometry is often traced to a twenty-four year old
Immanuel Kant, who asked, If all space were empty but for a single human hand, would it make sense to ask whether that hand
was specifically a right hand? in ‘The Prolegomena to Any Future Metaphysics’ (1783). ‘Euclid in Europe’ maps these higher
dimensions to geo- and bio-politics. To visualise the problem Kant posed, imagine the outline of a hand printed onto a transparent
surface. It can appear to be either a left or a right hand, depending on the position of the observer. Left or right only make sense
within the boundaries of two-dimensional space; once you move into the third dimension, left and right become observerdependent, rather than independent, characteristics. Their outline is neither left nor right, but sometimes left and sometimes right.
Angela Bulloch’s sculptures of rhomboidal prisms are also observer-dependent: they might seem irregular from a certain
viewpoint, regular from an opposing perspective. As the viewer paces her way around the gallery, Bulloch’s Paravents seem to
rotate around their axis. A Wall Painting –‘Untitled Wall Painting Can do Blue’ (2017)– looks sectioned upon frontal inspection,
yet unitary from an oblique view point. Voters, like viewers, see different things from different angles. But what appears as a
geometrical property of the objects on display might be the effect of a political force—attraction and repulsion between Britain
and the EU— and the spatial distortions this force engenders: borders once erased will be erected, geographies will be sectioned
and torn apart, identities will be warped and balkanised. The invoking of Article 50 will redefine social and cultural space.
Standing at the threshold of this pivotal moment, Bulloch’s rhomboidal formations embody these opposing forces, personifying
political vectors as warped geometries and social uncertainty as edgy, unsteady looking stacks.
If space is the site of the coexistence of bodies, just as time is the order of the succession of events, Bulloch leads us to wonder
what kind of place will these geometrically ambiguous objects define.
Ana Teixeira Pinto, May 2017

ANGELA BULLOCH was born in Ontario, Canada in 1966.
Lives and works in Berlin, Germany

Bulloch studied at Goldsmiths’ College, London (1985–1988) and was included in the Freeze Exhibition, 1988, being part of the Young British
Artists (YBA) generation. Bulloch was nominated for the Turner Prize in 1997.
Angela Bulloch’s work spans many forms, its specific interest in systems, patterns and rules, and the creative territory between mathematics and
aesthetics, is always present and coherent.
Her work acquired identity in a number of distinct but related strands. The ‘Pixel Boxes’ have become Bulloch’s most iconic works.
Alongside these ‘Pixel Box’ sculptures, Bulloch has also returned to the ‘Drawing Machines’ she made early in her career. These pieces bring
together the modernist concerns of the grid, monochrome, and colour field with a playful engagement with interactivity and passive interaction.
Bulloch has worked in multiple media, including video, music, installation, sculpture, painting. Specifically, she has used video, sound and light to
explore pre-edited systems. Many of her works make use of biofeedback systems. Such as in her 1994 work Betaville, a machine painting vertical
and horizontal stripes on a wall, was triggered whenever someone sat on the bench in front of it. Bulloch has also made a number of works using
Belisha beacons, which are more commonly used to illuminate pedestrian crossings.
The recent series of sculptures, known as Stacks, combines her interest in the logic of geometry and seriality with a graphic quality. The
appearance of the sculpture shifts according to one’s point of view: from one side the irregular aspect dominates, while from another the
impression of a certain totemic regularity prevails.
Bulloch’s solo museum exhibitions include Kunsthaus Glarus (2001); Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive (2003); Le Consortium,
Dijon (2005); Modern Art Oxford, Vienna Secession, and The Power Plant, Toronto (2005); and Lenbachhaus, Munich (2008). Her work was
also included in notable group exhibitions such as The New Decor at Hayward Gallery, London; Colour Chart: Reinventing Colour 1950 to Today
at Tate Liverpool and Museum of Modern Art, New York; Theanyspacewhatever for which she created an installation for the ceiling of Frank
Lloyd Wright’s Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New York; this year Bulloch’s work “Heavy Metal Stack of Six”, 2014 is to be inaugurated at
Serralves Foundation Sculpture Park renovated program, in Porto.
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